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Abstract
Medical oxygen concentrators (MOCs) are widely used to produce high purity oxygen for
patients suffered from the Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), and most
commercial MOCs use rapid pressure swing adsorption (RPSA) technology. Previous
studies proposed a multi-variable model predictive control (MPC) strategy applied to
the RPSA system which has been proved to have a better performance than control
using only single manipulated variable. In practice, the RPSA system will experienced
unknown disturbances and parameter uncertainties. This paper performs scenarios of
disturbance and parametric uncertainty simulation case studies to assess and explain the
current controller robustness and effectiveness. The results show that square error in the
objective function contributes to the set point tracking and integral action in the objective
function ensures the linear model accuracy. Current controller’s roubustness is pretty good
even under simultaneous disturbances and uncertainties.
1
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Rapid Pressure Swing Adsorption
Pressure swing adsorption (PSA) is a commercial technique widely used in gas separation
and purification. Pressurized multi-component gas mixtures go through the adsorption
column, selectivity of the solid adsorbent can make certain type of gas species significantly
adsorbed and the product component remains in the gas phase. When the adsorbent
is saturated, the low pressure product gas is used to purge the adsorption column to
regenerate the adsorbent by decreasing the partial pressure of the adsorbate[1]. By cyclic
operation of the previously mentioned process, the PSA system can continuously produce
the desired gas product.
To improve the efficiency of the PSA process, one method is to improve the design
variables such as the adsorption column size and the adsorbent type. For the oxygen
purity, the presence of argon limits the concentration of the product oxygen to 95% when
nitrogen selective zeolites such as the type A (5A) or X (13X-NaX, LiX, or LiLSX) are
used, since the adsorption capacities for oxygen and argon are similar in these adsorbents.
To solve this problem, some new adsorbents such as AgLiLSX are proposed to produce
99.5% of oxygen from the air[2]. Another way to improve the product oxygen purity is
by using two-stage purification process, the mixture gases first go through the zeolite bed
to remove N2, the product then enters the carbon molecular sieve to get rid of the Ar
2
and N2[3]. Another method is to optimize the PSA process. Since the PSA has a highly
nonlinear periodic operation and never reaches a real steady state, using the trial and error
experiments to find the optimum condition is usually time and resources consuming. Some
PSA studies optimize the design and operate variables, Daeho et.al optimize the bed size
and step duration of a PSA for CO2 sequestration[4]. Few studies tried to apply control
strategies in maintaining the PSA process at desired operate point, Wenli et.al proposed
a PSA for N2/CH4 separation with PID closed loop control[5], Harish et.al proposed a
MPC PSA system which can purify 99.99% H2[6] and proved that the MPC has a better
performance than traditional PID controller.
The Medical Oxygen Concentrator (MOC) which is an ideal substitute of liquid and
pressurized oxygen as it is safer and more convenient to be used in medical oxygen supply.
While some MOCs are based on membrane technology, most of the MOCs using the PSA
technology, and many of the MOCs are designed to portable devices and can provide the
oxygen purity range from 50% to 95% based on patient needs. While designing a MOC
PSA device, size is an important factor that needs to be taken into consideration. Few
studies are made on small scale PSA device of oxygen purify. Santos compared the small
unit of PSA and VPSA, and shows that although the VPSA has less energy consuming,
the extra vacuum pump become its disadvantages since the portability will be affected[7].
Productivity can also be improved by reducing the cycle time, multiple adsorption beds are
commonly used in many PSA devices, however, that will increase the size of the PSA device
and synchronize of beds cycle time will increase the complexity if any control strategy is
needed to be applied on device. Rapid pressure swing adsorption (RPSA) refers to a PSA
process with the cycle time less than 20 s which is commonly used in commercial MOCs.
By taking the portability and productivity into consideration, Rama et.al proposed a
RPSA medical oxygen concentrator using a single adsorption bed[8]. Compared to other
studies that only used adsorption step time as manipulated variable in control strategies,
Matthew et.al applied the MPC on the former RPSA device to purify 90% O2 which takes
all step durations as manipulated variables and takes the product purity and storage tank
pressure as controlled variables. This can reduce the effect of the controlled variables
3
competition when only adsorption duration is taken as the manipulated variable[9].
Few studies tested the controller performance in the PSA process. Weina et.al tested
a PID controller performance of a PSA for N2/CH4 separation under single and multiple
variable disturbances[5]. Harish et.al showed MPC controller performance of a PSA for
H2/CH4 separation under single variable disturbances. This thesis is a modeling case study
which assess the controller designed in the thesis of M. Urich under different disturbance
and parametric uncertainty scenarios. The controller performances are shown in later
chapters.
1.2 Thesis Overview
The thesis is divided into three sections: show the details of the RPSA process model and
model predictive controller, show model predictive control RPSA system performances un-
der different disturbances and parametric uncertainties, analyze performance results error
from controller objective function viewpoint and assess the current controller robustness
under disturbances and uncertainties.
Chapter 2 describes nonlinear plant model of the rapid pressure swing adsorption
system and multi-variable model predictive controller formulation. Chapter 3 describes
system performances under different single disturbances. Chapter 4 presents system per-
formances under different single uncertainties. Chapter 5 shows system performances
under multi-disturbance, multi-uncertainty, and multiple simultaneous disturbances and
parametric uncertainties.
Chapter 6 analyses the output error trends in the former chapter’s cases, and explain
it from the controller objective function, then assesses the current controller robustness
under the disturbances and parametric uncertainties.
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Chapter 2
RPSA Model Details
A typical Skarstrom-type of RPSA cycle consists of 4 steps: pressurization, adsorption,
blow down and purge. During pressurization step, compressor keeps pumping air into
the adsorption column, column pressure increases and N2 is adsorbed by the adsorbent.
During adsorption step, product valve is open, high purity oxygen gas enters storage
tank. When process enters blow down step, product and feed valves are closed, exhaust
valve opens, column pressure falls down to the atmosphere pressure, N2 is desorbed and
exhausted out. During purge step, purge valve is open, a certain ratio of product oxygen
from the storage tank is used to purge the adsorption column, the adsorbent is regenerated.
At the end of purge step, high purity oxygen gas accumulates at adsorption column bottom
which ensures the next step product purity. Storage tank keeps delivering the high purity
oxygen to the user during all steps. Figure 2.1 is a process flow diagram of this RPSA
MOC device.
2.1 Mathematical Model for the RPSA System
In this simulation, we use a PDE model proposed in earlier studies[9]. Column adsorbent
is considered as LiLSX zeolite. Some assumptions for the adsorption column model are
made below:
1. Gas is considered as ideal gas.
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Figure 2.1: Process Flow Diagram of the RPSA MOC
2. Radial concentration and temperature gradient are neglected.
3. Column is adiabatic.
4. Pressure drop along the column obeys the Ergun Equation.
5. Mass transfer between the gas and solid using the linear driving force model.
6. Column adsorption equilibrium is described as homogeneous multi-component Lang-
muir adsorption isotherms of O2 and N2.
7. Heat transfer resistance is considered between the gas and solid phases.
8. The nominal feed air composition is considered as 21% O2 and 79% N2.
RPSA process model equations are listed:
Total Mass balance equation
∂ρg
∂t
=


DL
∂2ρg
∂z2
− 1

∂Q
∂z
− ρb

∑
i∈{O2,N2}
∂ni
∂t
(2.1)
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Mass balance equation for component i
∂(yiρg)
∂t
=


DL
∂2(yiρg)
∂z2
− 1

∂(yiQ)
∂z
− ρb

∂ni
∂t
(2.2)
LDF model
∂ni
∂t
= ki(n
∞
i − ni) (2.3)
n∞i =
mbiPyi
1 +
∑
i∈O2,N2 biPyi
; bi = bi0 exp
( q0i
RTg
)
(2.4)
Ergun Equation
∂P
∂z
= −150µ
ρgdp
(1− )2
3
Q− 1.75Mg
ρgdp
1− 
3
Q2 (2.5)
Gas phase energy balance equation
Cpg
∂(ρgθg)
∂t
= CpgDg
∂2(ρgθg)
∂z2
− Cpg
∂(Qθg)
∂z
+ hgsa(θs − θg); θs = Ts − Tf (2.6)
Solid phase energy balance equation
ρbCps
∂θs
∂t
= ρb
∑
i∈{O2,N2}
qi
∂ni
∂t
− hgsa(θs − θg); θs = Ts − Tf (2.7)
Some assumptions for storage tank are made:
1. Storage tank pressure is only a function of time.
2. Storage tank temperature is considered a constant equal to the atmosphere and not
modeled.
Storage tank equations are listed below:
VT
dPT
dt
= F (P |z=L,t −PT )− FP (PT − Patm) (2.8)
d(yiTPT )
dt
=
F
VT
(
(yiP ) |z=L,t −yiTPT
)− FP
VT
yiT (PT − Patm) (2.9)
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Initial and boundary conditions are listed Table 2.1
Table 2.1: Boundary and Initial Condition
Step z=0 z=L
Pressurization −DL ∂(yiρg)∂z = Q (yi,f − yi) ∂(yiρg)∂t = 0
−Dg ∂(ρgθg)∂z = Q (θf − θg) ∂(ρgθg)∂z = 0
Q =
6∑
i=1
αi(Pf − P )7−i Q=0
Adsorption −DL ∂(yiρg)∂z = Q (yi,f − yi) ∂(yiρg)∂t = 0
−Dg ∂(ρgθg)∂z = Q (θf − θg) ∂(ρgθg)∂z = 0
Q = Qf P = Pa
Blow down
∂(yiρg)
∂z = 0
∂(yiρg)
∂z = 0
∂(ρgθg)
∂z = 0
∂(ρgθg)
∂z = 0
Q =
6∑
i=1
βi(P − Patm)7−i Q=0
Purge
∂(yiρg)
∂z = 0 −DL ∂(yiρg)∂z = GQ (yi,f − yi)
∂(ρgθg)
∂z = 0 −Dg ∂(ρgθg)∂z = GQ (θf − θg)
P = Patm Q = GQf
Initial conditions yi(z, 0) = yif ; P (z, 0) = PT (z, 0) = Pa;
θg(z, 0) = θs(z, 0) = Tf − Tatm; Q(z, 0) = 0; yO2T (0) = 0.90
2.2 Model Predictive Control
Since storage tank oxygen purity is the critical product specification index, and storage
tank pressure should be maintained higher than the ambient pressure which can ensure the
product is successfully delivered to the user, this two variables are taken as the controlled
variables. All 4 step duration are taken as the manipulated variables to reduce the outputs
competition.
As nonlinear PDE model of the RPSA process is computationally expensive, by using
PRBS system identification techniques, a linear model is obtained and can be used in
MPC formulation. Final identified linear model is an eighth-order discrete state space
model that has the form listed below:
xˆ(k + i+ 1 | k) = Axˆ(k + i | k) +Bu(k + i | k)
yˆ(k + i | k) = Cxˆ(k + i | k) +Du(k + i | k)
(2.10)
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The end of purge step is chosen as the cycle reference point. Measurements of product
purity and storage tank pressure are taken at this moment to evaluate if the system has
reach the cycle steady state (CSS). Integral action of manipulated variables is added to
the objective function to reduce the process oscillation. MPC formulation is listed in the
Equation 2.11.
min
u(k+1|k)
i=1,2,...,M−1
N∑
i=1
[y(k + i|k)− r(k + i|k)]2ω1 +
M∑
i=2
[∆u(k + i|k)]2ω2
+
M∑
i=1
[u(k + i|k)− ub(k + i|k)]2ω3
s.t. xˆ(k + i+ 1|k) = Axˆ(k + i|k) +Bu(k + i|k)
y(k + i|k) = Cxˆ(k + i|k) +Du(k + i|k)
umin ≤ u(k + i|k) ≤ umax,i=1,2,...,M−1
ymin ≤ y(k + i|k) ≤ ymax,i=1,2,...,N
(2.11)
2.3 Closing Remarks
By using the RPSA process model and model predictive controller presented in this chap-
ter, Matthew et.al developed a multi-variable model predictive control RPSA device which
has a good performance around specified operation points. In next chapter we will use
the same process model and controller to assess current controller robustness under single
disturbance by using scenario based case study.
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Chapter 3
Single Disturbance
In reality, a portable MOC is often taken out by the patient. Environmental fluctuation
can introduce the disturbances which may deteriorate the MOC product specification
index. In this chapter, we simulate 2 scenarios of different single disturbances to assess
the current controller performance.
Table 3.1: Disturbance Simulation Case Description
CL&OP
Cycle 1 - 299 300 - 900
Disturbance or Parameter uncertainty × √
Control loop closed open
CL
Cycle 1 - 299 300 - 900
Disturbance or Parameter uncertainty × √
Control loop closed closed
All simulation scenarios use the same RPSA process model presented in chapter 2.
Each scenario contains different value of a certain disturbance or parameter uncertainty
cases. Each case has total 900 simulation cycles. First 299 cycles are under closed loop
control without disturbance, then a certain deterministic disturbance or parameter un-
certainty is introduced in at cycle 300. System responses are compared under open and
closed loop after cycle 300, which is described in Table 3.1.
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3.1 Scenario 1: Feed N2 Mole Fraction Disturbance
In some cases, feeding gas composition may experience a fluctuation. If MOC is placed
in an enclosed and limited space environment, oxygen continues to be consumed by the
user, then feeding oxygen purity may slightly decrease. If feeding oxygen purity is higher
than atmosphere, we also curious about whether controller can maintain product purity
around the set point.
Feeding N2 mole fraction disturbance cases study is presented here. The nominal
value of feeding N2 composition is set to 79% which is the same with atmosphere. The
disturbance values are listed in the Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Feed in N2 Mole Fraction Disturbance Value
Disturbance parameter Feed in N2 mole fraction
Nominal value [1] 0.79
Disturbance value [1] 0.75 0.77 0.79 0.81 0.83 085
3.1.1 Simulation Result
Figure 3.1: Disturbance of y
N2,feed
vs. Cycle
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Figure 3.1 is feeding N2 mole fraction variation profile. The nominal value of yN2,feed
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is 0.79. y
N2,feed
is kept as a constant from cycle 1 to 299, then it varies from 0.79 to 0.75,
0.77, 0.79, 0.81, 0.83, 0.85 respectively both in open and closed loop at cycle 300 and kept
as a constant until the simulation ends at cycle 900.
Figure 3.2 shows that all cases are under closed loop before the cycle 300, system
enters the CSS around cycle 200, since no disturbance is introduced in, all cases have the
same shape. Different value of y
N2,feed
disturbances introduced in at cycle 300. In the open
loop cases, MOC enters the CSS around cycle 500 to cycle 700, distinct product oxygen
purity deviations caused by the disturbance can be observed. Compared to the decrease
of y
N2,feed
, the increase of y
N2,feed
has larger effect on the product O2 purity in open loop
cases. With the closed loop control, the product oxygen purity can be controlled within
0.1 fraction deviation. The fluctuation of y
N2,feed
is in the acceptable range, the larger
disturbance, the longer oscillation exists.
Figure 3.2: y
O2,tank
vs. Cycle
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Figure 3.3 shows that before the cycle 300, all cases are under closed loop control which
has the same curves. Different values of feed N2 mole fraction disturbances introduced in
at cycle 300. Closed loop cases fluctuations are larger than the open loop ones. Longer
time it will take to reach the CSS and more distinct oscillation can be observed when
disturbance is larger.
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Figure 3.3: P
tank
vs. Cycle
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3.1.2 Discussion
Table 3.3 shows the variation rate of the output and manipulated variables. For the open
loop cases, the increase of feeding N2 Mole Fraction will cause the product yO2,tank purity
and storage tank pressure P
tank
increase or decrease at the same time. For the closed loop
cases, y
O2,tank
get improved and P
tank
slightly deteriorates. tp, ta , tpu work together to
improve output performance, tbd almost not change and tp has the largest change rate.
Table 3.3: Output and Manipulated Variables Variation Fraction
Cases y
O2,tank
P
tank
tp ta tbd tpu
y
N2,feed
=0.75
open loop +1.6% +1.2% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop +0.4% +1.6% +1.1% +0.2% +0.1% -0.4%
y
N2,feed
=0.77
open loop +1% +0.6% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop +0.2% +0.8% +0.6% +0.1% 0% -0.2%
y
N2,feed
=0.79
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
y
N2,feed
=0.81
open loop -1.6% -0.6% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.2% -0.9% -0.6% -0.1% 0% +0.2%
y
N2,feed
=0.83
open loop -4.2% -1% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.4% -1.8% -1.3% -0.3% -0.1% +0.4%
y
N2,feed
=0.85
open loop -9.1% -1.3% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.6% -2.7% -2.1% -0.5% -0.1% +0.7%
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Brown rectangular dashed line in Figure 3.4 indicates the desired control area of the
y
O2,tank
and P
tank
. Cyan points overlapped with each other are the nominal case output
points. Model predictive controller pushes output points towards oxygen set point with a
slight deterioration of storage tank pressure. Current controller does improve the output
performance when feeding N2 mole fraction disturbance is introduced in.
Figure 3.4: Open and Closed Loop Performance Comparison
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3.2 Scenario 2: Discharge Pressure Disturbance
Discharge pressure is the end exhaust line pressure. In nominal case, the discharge pressure
is 1.01 bar which is equal to the atmospheric pressure. In practical, a silencer is often
installed at the end of exhaust line to eliminate the noise. Pressure drop happens when the
gas across silencer and this will cause the discharge pressure higher than the atmospheric
pressure. In other cases, when exhaust gas needs to be discharged into an enclosed system,
and the pressure of this system can be different with the atmospheric pressure. Discharge
pressure disturbance cases study is presented under open and closed loop control in this
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section.
The nominal value of discharge pressure is set as 1.01 bar. Discharge pressure distur-
bance values are listed in the Table 3.4
Table 3.4: Discharge Pressure Disturbance Value
Disturbance parameter Discharge pressure
Nominal value [bar] 1.01
Disturbance percentage 90% 95% 100% 105% 110% 115%
Disturbance value [bar] 0.909 0.96 1.01 1.061 1.111 1.162
3.2.1 Simulation Result
Figure 3.5: Disturbance of Pexit vs. Cycle
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Figure 3.5 shows that the nominal value of discharge pressure Pexit is 1.01 bar. Pexit is
kept as a constant from cycle 1 to 299, then varies to 0.909 bar, 0.96 bar, 1.01 bar, 1.061
bar, 1.111 bar, 1.162 bar respectively both in open and closed loop at the cycle 300 and
kept as a constant until the simulation ends at the cycle 900.
Figure 3.6 shows that all cases are under closed loop control before cycle 300, since
disturbance is not introduced in before cycle 300, all cases curves have the same shape.
Different values of Pexit disturbance are introduced in at cycle 300. In open loop cases,
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Figure 3.6: y
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Figure 3.7: P
tank
vs. Cycle
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large product oxygen purity deviation can be observed. For closed loop cases, y
O2,tank
can
be controlled with in 0.3 fraction deviation while the disturbance variation is around 15%.
The larger disturbance, the longer oscillation exists.
Figure 3.7 shows that before cycle 300, no disturbance is introduced in, all cases curves
are the same. Different values of Pexit disturbance are introduced in at cycle 300. For open
loop cases, distinct deviations of P
tank
can be observed. Storage tank pressure changes of
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the closed loop cases are very small, all curves are very close to the set point line.
3.2.2 Discussion
Table 3.5 reveals the variation rate of output and manipulated variables of different value of
discharge pressure disturbance cases. For open loop cases, the increase of Pexit disturbance
value will result in the decrease of y
O2,tank
and increase of the P
tank
. For closed loop cases,
y
O2,tank
and P
tank
get improved for all cases. tp, ta , tpu work together to improve the
output performance, tbd almost not change and tp has the largest change rate.
Table 3.5: Output and Manipulated Variables Variation Fraction
Cases y
O2,tank
P
tank
tp ta tbd tpu
Pexit=0.909
open loop +8% -4.5% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -1.7% -0.4% +12.9% +2.2% +0.1% -3.6%
Pexit=0.96
open loop +5.4% -2.4% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.8% -0.3% +5.8% +1% 0% -1.6%
Pexit=1.01
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Pexit=1.061
open loop -8% +2.6% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop +0.8% +0.5% -5% -0.8% 0% +1.4%
Pexit=1.111
open loop -15.6% +5.3% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop +1.5% +1.1% -9.3% -1.5% -0.1% +2.5%
Pexit=1.162
open loop -22.4% +7.9% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop +2.2% +1.8% -13.2% -2.2% -0.1% +3.6%
Figure 3.8 shows that when the discharge pressure introduced in, the open loop cases
y
O2,tank
and P
tank
compete with each other, one increases while the other decreases. Con-
troller pushes all output points towards the cyan nominal case points. All closed case
output points locate inside the desired control area surrounded by the brown dashed line.
MPC does improve the RPSA device performance.
3.3 Closing Remarks
In this chapter, open loop cases results show that different kind of disturbances will cause
the open loop output points locate in different quadrants. Closed loop cases results show
that the controller has a good robustness to the disturbances, as all closed loop output
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Figure 3.8: Open and Closed Loop Performance Comparison
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points locate in the desired control area. It shows that controller has better performance
when disturbances make the open loop cases output points locate in 2, 4 quadrants, since
both oxygen purity and storage tank pressure get improved at the same time. For the
disturbances that make the open loop case points locate in 1, 3 quadrants, the MPC can
only improve oxygen purity with a slight deterioration of the storage tank pressure. Next
chapter, different types of single parametric uncertainties are introduced in to test the
controller performance.
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Chapter 4
Uncertainty in single parameter
4.1 Scenario 1: Uncertainty in Pore Tortuosity
Tortuosity is used to describe the intrinsic geometrical profile of the porous structure.
Pore tortuosity determines the value of mass diffusion coefficient. Some studies show that
tortuosity factor in Knudsen regime is larger than the one in bulk regime for the same
porous system[10] which suggests that tortuosity value may varies. Adsorbent of the MOC
device need to be regenerated after a while. In practical, in order to keep producing the
oxygen, adsorbent column may switch to a new one, the old one can be taken away to do
the regeneration. New column tortuosity can be different with the old one. Adsorbent
column pellets pore tortuosity specification can vary in a range from 1.7 to 4.5[11]. Former
presented situations may introduce in the pore tortuosity uncertainty.
The nominal value of the pore tortuosity is 3. Tortuosity uncertainty values are listed
in the Table 4.1
Table 4.1: Pore Tortuosity Uncertainty Value
Uncertainty parameter Pore Tortuosity
Nominal value [1] 3
Uncertainty percentage 50% 70% 90% 100% 110% 130% 150%
Uncertainty value [1] 1.5 2.1 2.7 3 3.3 3.9 4.5
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4.1.1 Simulation Results
Figure 4.1: Uncertainty of Pore Tortuosity τ vs. Cycle
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Figure 4.2: y
O2,tank
vs. Cycle
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Figure 4.1 shows that the nominal value of bed tortuosity τ is 3. τ is kept as a constant
from cycle 1 to 299, then varies from 3 to 2.55, 2.7, 2.85, 3, 3.6, 4.8, 6 respectively both
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Figure 4.3: P
tank
vs. Cycle
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in open and closed loop at the cycle 300 and kept as a constant until the simulation ends
at the cycle 900.
Figure 4.2 shows that all cases are under closed loop control before cycle 300. Since
uncertainties are not introduced in before cycle 300, all cases curves have the same shapes.
Different values of τ uncertainty are introduced in at cycle 300. For open loop cases,
MOC will enter CSS around 200-300 cycles, distinct deviations caused by τ change can
be observed. Large deviations also exist in the closed loop cases.
Figure 4.3 shows that before cycle 300, uncertainties are not introduced in, system is
under closed loop control, all cases storage tank pressure curves are the same. Different
values of τ are introduced in at cycle 300. For all cases, the deviation is large when
disturbance is large enough.
4.1.2 Discussion
Table 4.2 shows the output and manipulated variables variation rate of adsorbent particle
tortuosity uncertainty cases. Open loop cases show that with the increase of pore tortu-
osity, y
O2,tank
and P
tank
will decrease at the same time. For closed loop cases, most of the
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Table 4.2: Output and Manipulated Variables Variation Fraction
Cases y
O2,tank
P
tank
tp ta tbd tpu
τ=1.5
open loop +9.8% +1.5% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.6% +5.3% +19.8% +3.9% +0.4% -6.1%
τ=2.1
open loop +6.7% +1.3% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop +0.3% +2.9% +6.3% +1.5% +0.2% -2.3%
τ=2.7
open loop +1.6% +0.6% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop +0.2% +1% +1% +0.2% 0% -0.3%
τ=3
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
τ=3.3
open loop -0.8% -0.8% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.3% -0.9% -0.3% -0.1% 0% +0.1%
τ=3.9
open loop -0.8% -2.8% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.9% -2.8% +0.3% -0.1% -0.1% 0%
τ=4.5
open loop 0% -5.2% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -1.7% -4.5% +1.6% +0.1% -0.1% -0.3%
cases y
O2,tank
performance get increased with a slight deterioration of P
tank
. tp, ta , tpu
work together to improve the output performance, tbd almost not change and tp has the
largest change rate.
Figure 4.4: Open and Closed Loop Performance Comparison
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Figure 4.4 shows that MPC pushes the closed loop points towards the oxygen set point
with an acceptable deterioration of storage tank pressure for almost all cases. The case
of τ=4.5 is an exception, closed loop y
O2,tank
decreases but P
tank
gets improved, MPC still
improves the output performance, the details will be discussed in chapter 6.
4.2 Scenario 2: Uncertainty in Bed Voidage
Bed voidage can experience a variation caused by the different packing mode. Four pack-
ing modes are listed out in the literature[12]: vary loose random packing, loose random
packing, poured random packing, dense random packing. Voidage can range from 0.359
to 0.44, since the packing mode is hard to control, especially when manipulated by hand.
Bed voidage uncertainty can also be introduced in by switching the adsorption column.
The nominal value of bed voidage is 0.4. Uncertainty values are listed in the Table 4.3
Table 4.3: Bed Voidage Uncertainty Value
Uncertainty parameter Bed voidage
Nominal value [1] 0.4
Uncertainty percentage 90% 95% 100% 105% 110% 115%
Uncertainty value [1] 0.36 0.38 0.4 0.42 0.44 0.46
4.2.1 Simulation Results
Figure 4.5 shows that the nominal value of bed voidage is 0.4. BV is kept as a constant
during first 299 cycles. BV varies from 0.4 to 0.36, 0.38, 0.4, 0.42, 0.44, 0.46 respectively
both in open and closed loop at the cycle 300 and kept as a constant respectively until
the simulation ends at the cycle 900.
Figure 4.6 shows that all cases are under closed loop control before cycle 300. Since
uncertainties are not introduced in before the cycle 300, all the cases have the same shape.
Different BV uncertainties introduced in at cycle 300. In open loop cases, a distinct
deviation of y
O2,tank
can be observed. For closed loop cases, MPC limits the y
O2,tank
varies
in the range from 89% to 91%. The smaller BV is, the longer oscillation exists before
system enter the CSS.
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Figure 4.5: Uncertainty of Bed Voidage BV vs. Cycle
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Figure 4.6: y
O2,tank
vs. Cycle
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Figure 4.7 shows that before cycle 300, uncertainties are not introduced in, system is
under closed loop control and all cases storage tank pressure curves are the same. Different
values of BV uncertainties are introduced in at cycle 300. For all cases, both closed and
open loop Ptank are very close to the set point line.
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Figure 4.7: P
tank
vs. Cycle
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Table 4.4: Output and Manipulated Variables Variation Fraction
Cases y
O2,tank
P
tank
tp ta tbd tpu
BV=0.36
open loop +8.4% -2% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.6% +1.6% +9.1% +1.6% +0.1% -2.6%
BV=0.38
open loop +5.3% -0.9% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.3% +0.8% +4.3% +0.7% +0.1% -1.2%
BV=0.4
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
BV=0.42
open loop -5.6% +0.8% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop +0.2% -0.8% -3.9% -0.7% -0.1% +1.1%
BV=0.44
open loop -9.8% +1.4% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop +0.4% -1.5% -7.4% -1.3% -0.1% +2.1%
BV=0.46
open loop -13.1% +1.9% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop +0.5% -2.2% -10.6% -1.9% -0.2% +3%
4.2.2 Discussion
Table 4.4 shows output and manipulated variables variation rates. Open loop cases shows
that the increase of BV results in a decrease of y
O2,tank
and an increase of P
tank
. For closed
loop cases, MPC reduces the variation of y
O2,tank
with an acceptable deterioration of P
tank
.
For manipulated variables, tp has the largest variation extent, and tbd change is pretty
small.
Figure 4.8 shows that, BV uncertainty makes the open loop points deviate from nom-
inal case points, and product oxygen purity compete with storage tank pressure. MPC
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Figure 4.8: Open and Closed Loop Performance Comparison
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pushes all the closed loop output points into the desired control area, and the closed
loop points locate around the nominal case points. MPC has a good control performance
against the bed voidage uncertainty.
4.3 Scenario 3: Uncertainty in Saturation Capacity
The nominal value of the saturation capacity is 2.154. Saturation capacity uncertainty
values are listed in the Table 4.5
Table 4.5: Saturation Capacity Uncertainty Value
Uncertainty parameter Saturation capacity
Nominal value [mol/kg] 2.692
Uncertainty percentage 60% 80% 100% 120% 140% 160%
Uncertainty value [mol/kg] 1.615 2.154 2.692 3.230 3.769 4.307
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4.3.1 Simulation Results
Figure 4.9 shows that the nominal value of saturation capacity is 2.692, and NS is kept as
a constant from cycle 1 to 299. NS varies from 2.692 to 1.615, 2.154, 2.692, 3.23, 3.769,
4.307 respectively both in open and closed loop at the cycle 300 and kept as a constant
respectively until the simulation ends at the cycle 900.
Figure 4.9: Uncertainty of Saturation Capacity NS vs. Cycle
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Figure 4.10: y
O2,tank
vs. Cycle
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Figure 4.10 shows that all cases are under closed loop control before cycle 300, since
uncertainties are not introduced in before the cycle 300, all the cases have the same shapes.
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Different values of saturation capacity uncertainties introduced in at cycle 300. Open loop
cases show that large deviation of y
O2,tank
happens when the uncertainty is introduced in.
Closed loop cases show that control performance is pretty good and y
O2,tank
is tightened
around the set point.
Figure 4.11: P
tank
vs. Cycle
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Figure 4.11 shows that before the cycle 300, uncertainties are not introduced in, system
is under closed loop control, all cases storage tank pressure curves are the same. Different
values of saturation capacity uncertainties are introduced in at cycle 300. For both open
and closed loop cases, the storage tank pressure is pretty close to the set point.
4.3.2 Discussion
Table 4.6 shows the output and manipulated variable variation ratios under the different
values of saturation capacity. Open loop cases reveal that y
O2,tank
increases and P
tank
decreases with the increase of NS. For closed cases, MPC reduces the variation of y
O2,tank
,
and changes of P
tank
are in the acceptable range. tp, ta, tpu work together to improve the
output performance, tbd almost not change and tp has the largest change rate.
Figure 4.12 shows that the NS uncertainties make the open loop output points deviate
from the nominal case points, and y
O2,tank
and P
tank
compete with each other. MPC makes
the closed loop case output points moves into the desired control area. MPC has a good
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Table 4.6: Output and Manipulated Variables Variation Fraction
Cases y
O2,tank
P
tank
tp ta tbd tpu
NS=1.615
open loop -18% +2.9% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop +0.9% -3.4% -17.1% -3% -0.3% +4.8%
NS=2.154
open loop -7.2% +1.1% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop +0.3% -1.1% -5.8% -1% -0.1% +1.6%
NS=2.692
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
NS=3.23
open loop +4% -0.7% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.2% +0.4% +2.6% +0.4% 0% -0.7%
NS=3.769
open loop +5.8% -1.4% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.3% +0.4% +3.5% +0.6% 0% -1%
NS=4.307
open loop +6.8% -2.1% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.4% +0.2% +3.7% +0.6% 0% -1%
Figure 4.12: Open and Closed Loop Performance Comparison
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control performance against the saturation capacity uncertainty.
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4.4 Scenario 4: Uncertainty in Solid-gas Heat Transfer Co-
efficient
The nominal value of the heat transfer coefficient is 6.23416e6. Heat transfer coefficient
uncertainty values are listed in the Table 4.7
Table 4.7: Heat Transfer Coefficient Value
Uncertainty parameter Heat transfer coefficient
Nominal value [1] 6.23416e6
Uncertainty percentage 0% 20% 40% 60%
Uncertainty value [1] 0 1.24683e6 2.49366e6 3.74050e6
Uncertainty percentage 80% 100% 120%
Uncertainty value [1] 4.98733e6 6.23416e6 7.48099e6
4.4.1 Simulation Results
Figure 4.13: Uncertainty of Heat Transfer Coefficient ha vs. Cycle
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Figure 4.13 shows that the nominal value of heat transfer coefficient ha is 6.23416e6.
ha is kept as a constant during first 300 cycles, then varies from 6.23416e6 to 0, 1.24683e6,
2.49366e6, 3.74050e6, 4.98733e6, 6.23416e6, 7.48099e6 respectively both in open and closed
loop at the cycle 300 and kept as a constant respectively until the simulation ends at the
cycle 900.
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Figure 4.14: y
O2,tank
vs. Cycle
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Figure 4.14 shows that all cases are under closed loop control before cycle 300. System
enters the CSS form cycle 200 to 300. Since uncertainties are not introduced in before the
cycle 300, all the cases curves have the same shape. Different values of ha uncertainties
are introduced in at cycle 300. Except for the case of heat transfer coefficient is 0 in open
loop, all other cases y
O2,tank
almost not change and over lapped with each other and stay
above the set point line.
Figure 4.15: P
tank
vs. Cycle
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Figure 4.15 shows that before the cycle 300, uncertainties are not introduced in, system
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is under closed loop control, and all cases storage tank pressure curves are the same.
Different values of ha uncertainties introduced in at cycle 300. For open and closed loop
cases, storage tank pressure curves are the same.
4.4.2 Discussion
Table 4.8 shows that, heat transfer coefficient uncertainty has very small effect on the
output performance, since almost all cases output and manipulated variable variations are
0. For the case of ha=0, y
O2,tank
slightly decreases and P
tank
slightly increases.
Table 4.8: Output and Manipulated Variables Variation Fraction
Cases y
O2,tank
P
tank
tp ta tbd tpu
ha=0
open loop -0.6% +0.1% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% -0.1% -0.4% -0.1% 0% +0.1%
ha=1236830
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
ha=2493660
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
ha=3740500
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
ha=4987330
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
ha=6237160
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
ha=7380990
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Figure 4.16 shows that under different values of ha uncertainties, almost all cases open
and closed loop output points overlapped with the nominal case points. For open loop
case of ha=0, output points slightly deviate from the nominal case. For closed loop case
of ha=0, MPC pushes output points back to the nominal case points. Simulation results
show that MPC has a good control performance against ha uncertainty.
4.5 Scenario 5: Uncertainty in Adsorbent Particle Diameter
Diameter of zeolite adsorbent particle can vary from 90%-110%. Uncertainty of parti-
cle diameter may change the Knudsen diffusivity, overall diffusivity and mass transfer
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Figure 4.16: Open and Closed Loop Performance Comparison
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coefficient.
Here, adsorbent particle diameter uncertainty is set can vary in a range from 70% to
130%. Controller performance is compared under open and closed loop.
The nominal value of particle diameter is 400e−6 m. All uncertainty values are listed
in Table 4.9
Table 4.9: Adsorbent Particle Diameter
Uncertainty parameter Adsorbent Particle Diameter
Nominal value [m] 400e−6
Uncertainty percentage 70% 80% 90% 100% 110% 120% 130%
Uncertainty value [m] 280e−6 320e−6 360e−6 400e−6 440e−6 480e−6 520e−6
4.5.1 Simulation Results
Figure 4.17 shows that no uncertainties introduced in before cycle 300, then 7 different
values of particle diameter uncertainties introduced in and remains as constants both in
open and closed loop cases until simulations end at cycle 900.
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Figure 4.17: Uncertainty of Particle Diameter dp vs. Cycle
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Figure 4.18: y
O2,tank
vs. Cycle
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Figure 4.18 shows that after uncertainties introduced in, open loop cases y
O2,tank
varies
in a large range. when increase the particle diameter, y
O2,tank
decreases. Compared to
open loop cases, y
O2,tank
gets improved in the closed loop cases.
Figure 4.19 reveals that after uncertainties introduced in, closed loop storage tank
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Figure 4.19: P
tank
vs. Cycle
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pressure variations even larger than the ones in open loop cases. When increase the
particle diameter, storage tank pressure decreases. All storage tank pressures vary in an
acceptable range.
4.5.2 Discussion
Table 4.10: Output and Manipulated Variables Variation Fraction
Cases y
O2,tank
P
tank
tp ta tbd tpu
dp=0.00028
open loop +10.8% +0.6% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.2% +6.9% +19.8% +6.2% +0.5% -9.3%
dp=0.00032
open loop +10% +0.7% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.4% +4.9% +17% +3.2% +0.3% -5%
dp=0.00036
open loop +7% +0.5% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% +2.4% +6.5% +1.3% +0.1% -2.1%
dp=0.0004
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
dp=0.00044
open loop -5.2% -1.3% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -0.5% -2.7% -3% -0.6% -0.1% +0.9%
dp=0.00048
open loop -6.8% -3.6% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -1.4% -5.7% -4.1% -0.9% -0.2% +1.3%
dp=0.00052
open loop -6.7% -6.8% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop -2.5% -9% -3.9% -1% -0.3% +1.3%
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Figure 4.20: Open and Closed Loop Performance Comparison
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Table 4.10 shows output and manipulated variables variation rates. Open loop cases
show that, with the increase of the dp, y
O2,tank
and P
tank
decrease at the same time. In
closed loop cases, y
O2,tank
is improved and P
tank
gets deteriorated. tp, ta, tpu work together
to improve the output performance, tbd changes are very small and tp has the largest
change rate.
Figure 4.20 shows that except the nominal case, all other open loop cases output points
locate outside the desired control area. For closed loop cases, only 2 cases with large dp
uncertainty output points locate outside the desired control area, others locate inside.
MPC pushes closed loop points towards the oxygen purity set point line. Controller has
a good output performance against the dp uncertainty.
4.6 Scenario 6: Uncertainty in Binder Pore Diameter
Binder pore diameter may vary from 90% to 110% which will introduced in the parametric
uncertainty. Pore diameter uncertainty will affect the Knudsen diffusivity, which will
introduce uncertainty into overall diffusivity and mass transfer coefficient.
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In this scenario, binder pore diameter varies from 85% to 115%. Controller perfor-
mances are compared under open and closed loop cases.
The nominal value of the pore diameter is 1.5µm. All uncertainty values are listed in
the Table 4.11
Table 4.11: Binder Pore Diameter
Uncertainty parameter Binder Pore Diameter
Nominal value [µm] 1.5
Uncertainty percentage 85% 90% 95% 100% 105% 110% 115%
Uncertainty value [µm] 1.275 1.35 1.425 1.5 1.575 1.65 1.725
4.6.1 Simulation Results
Figure 4.21 shows that no uncertainties are introduced in before cycle 300, then 7 different
values of dbp uncertainties are introduced in and set as a constant value respectively until
the simulation ends at cycle 900.
Figure 4.21: Uncertainty of Binder Pore Diameter dbp vs. Cycle
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Figure 4.22 reveals that open loop y
O2,tank
variations are very small, closed loop oxygen
purity is very close to the set point. While binder pore diameter increases, the product
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Figure 4.22: y
O2,tank
vs. Cycle
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oxygen purity increases.
Figure 4.23 shows that uncertainty of dbp doesn’t have obvious effect on storage tank
pressure. Open and closed loop curves are over lapped with each other and remain at
almost the same value.
Figure 4.23: P
tank
vs. Cycle
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4.6.2 Discussion
Table 4.12 shows that different values of dbp uncertainties has very little effect on output
and manipulated variables variation rates. Open loop cases outputs variations are small,
and closed loop case performance are better than the open loop. The tp is the only
manipulated variable that changes.
Table 4.12: Output and Manipulated Variables Variation Fraction
Cases y
O2,tank
P
tank
tp ta tbd tpu
dbp=1.275
open loop -0.2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% -0.1% -0.1% 0% 0% 0%
dbp=1.35
open loop -0.1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
dbp=1.425
open loop -0.1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
dbp=1.5
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
dbp=1.575
open loop 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% +0.1% 0% 0% 0%
dbp=1.65
open loop +0.1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% +0.1% 0% 0% 0%
dbp=1.725
open loop +0.2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
closed loop 0% 0% +0.1% 0% 0% 0%
Figure 4.24 shows that all open and closed loop cases points are located in the desired
control area, and very closed to the nominal case points. Although open loop cases
variations are very small, closed loop output points are closer to the nominal cases points
than the open loop ones. MPC improves the closed loop performance.
4.7 Closing Remarks
In this chapter, some uncertainties seem to have quite small effect to the whole system.
For other uncertainties, when the uncertainty deviation is not too large, current controller
have a good performance that can make almost all closed loop points locate in the desire
control area. For uncertainties that make the open loop outputs points locate in the 2
and 4 quadrants, MPC still seems to have a better control performance. For uncertainties
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Figure 4.24: Open and Closed Loop Performance Comparison
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that make open loop output points locate in the 1, 3 quadrants, closed loop output points
locate relatively loose along the oxygen purity set point line. Next chapter we present
scenarios of case study under the simultaneous disturbances and uncertainties to assess
the controller performance.
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Chapter 5
Simultaneous disturbances and
parametric uncertainties
In this chapter, MPC controller performance under multiple disturbances, multiple uncer-
tainties, and multiple simultaneous disturbances and uncertainties are studied. The result
shows that MPC has a good control performance when the disturbance and uncertainty
are not too large.
5.1 Scenario 1: Disturbances in Feed N2 Mole Fraction, Dis-
charge Pressure and Product Flow Rate
In this scenario, disturbance of feeding N2 mole fraction, discharge pressure and product
flow rate are introduced in, Table 4.1 shows disturbance values of each case.
5.1.1 Simulation Results
Figure 5.1 shows disturbance values versus cycles. Before cycle 300, no disturbance is
introduced in, then different disturbances introduced at cycle 300 and are set as constants
until the simulation ends at cycle 900.
Figure 5.2 shows product oxygen purity variations versus cycles. Before cycle 300, no
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Table 5.1: Disturbance case
Disturbance parameter y
N2,feed
[1] Pexit [bar] Fpro [m
3/s]
Nominal value 0.79 1.01 5
Case 1
Disturbance
fraction and value
-7.6%, 0.73 -15%, 0.8585 -15%, 4.25
Case 2 -5.1%, 0.75 -10%, 0.909 -10%, 4.5
Case 3 -2.5%, 0.77 -5%, 0.9595 -5%, 4.75
Case 4 -0%, 0.79 -0%, 1.01 -0%, 5
Case 5 +2.5%, 0.81 +5%, 1.0605 +5%, 5.25
Case 6 +5.1%, 0.83 +10%, 1.111 +10%, 5.5
Case 7 +7.6%, 0.85 +15%, 1.1615 +15%, 5.75
Figure 5.1: Disturbance vs. Cycle
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disturbance introduced in and the simulation is under closed loop control, all curves are
the same. After disturbances are introduced in, open loop cases product oxygen purity
deviates from the nominal value, closed loop cases y
O2,tank
varies around the set point line.
Figure 5.3 shows storage tank pressure variations are not large. Closed loop cases has
better output performances than the open loop cases.
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Figure 5.2: y
O2,tank
vs. Cycle
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Figure 5.3: P
tank
vs. Cycle
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5.1.2 Discussion
Table 5.2 shows output and manipulated variable variations. Closed loop cases output
variation rates are less than open loop ones which shows MPC improves output perfor-
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mance. Pressurization step has the largest change rate, and blow down step variations are
pretty small.
Table 5.2: Output and Manipulated Variables Variation Fraction
case loop y
O2,tank
P
tank
tp ta tbd tpu
1
CL&OP +9.2% -2.8% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL -1% +4.5% +19.8% +5.6% +0.4% -8.5%
2
CL&OP +8% -2% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL -1.1% +2.8% +16.3% +2.8% +0.2% -4.6%
3
CL&OP +5.5% -1.1% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL -0.4% +1.2% +6.8% +1.2% +0.1% -1.9%
4
CL&OP -0% -0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL -0% -0% -0% -0% -0% -0%
5
CL&OP -10.9% +1.6% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL +0.3% -0.8% -5.1% -0.9% -0.1% +1.4%
6
CL&OP -23.9% +3.6% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL +0.6% -1.4% -8.9% -1.6% -0.1% +2.5%
7
CL&OP -36.6% +5.6% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL +0.9% -1.7% -12% -2.1% -0.2% +3.4%
Figure 5.4: Open and Closed Loop Performance Comparison
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Figure 5.4 shows open and closed loop output performances comparison. Open loop
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cases points locate in the 2,4 quadrants indicates that when the disturbances are intro-
duced in, oxygen purity and storage tank pressure have opposite change trends. All closed
loop points are located in the desired control area, which shows that MPC has a good
control performance against disturbances of feeding N2 mole fraction, discharge pressure
and product flow rate.
5.2 Scenario 2: Uncertainties in Particle Diameter, Tortu-
osity and Binder Pore Diameter
In this scenario, controller is tested under 3 different simultaneous parametric uncertain-
ties: particle diameter, pore tortuosity and pore diameter.
Table 5.3 shows values of uncertainty parameters corresponding to each case.
Table 5.3: Uncertainty case
Uncertainty parameter dp [m] τ [1] dbp [µm]
Nominal value 400e-6 3 1.5
Case 1
Uncertainty
fraction and value
-0%, 400e-6 -0%, 3 -0%, 1.5
Case 2 -30%, 280e-6 -50%, 1.5 -15%, 1.275
Case 3 -30%, 280e-6 +50%, 4.5 +15%, 1.725
Case 4 +30%, 520e-6 -50%, 1.5 -15%, 1.275
Case 5 +30%,520e-6 +50%, 4.5 -15%, 1.275
Case 6 +30%, 520e-6 +30%, 3.9 -15%, 1.275
5.2.1 Simulation Results
Figure 5.5 reveals uncertainty variations versus the cycles. It shows that no uncertainty
is introduced in before cycle 300, and different values of uncertainties are introduced in at
cycle 300 and are kept as the constant until the simulation ends.
Figure 5.6 shows oxygen purity variations versus cycles. Before cycle 300, all cases
are under the closed loop control and all curves are the same. After uncertainties are
introduced in at cycle 300, closed loop performances are better than open loop ones except
for the case 5 and case 6. The improvement of the oxygen purity is very small.
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Figure 5.5: Uncertainty vs. Cycle
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Figure 5.6: y
O2,tank
vs. Cycle
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Figure 5.7 shows storage tank pressure variation versus cycle. Almost all closed loop
cases have poorer performances than open loop cases except for the case 5 and case 6.
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Figure 5.7: P
tank
vs. Cycle
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5.2.2 Discussion
Table 5.4 shows output and manipulated variables variation rates of all cases. Some closed
loop cases increase oxygen purity and storage pressure at the same time, others increase
oxygen purity with a deterioration of storage tank pressure. Pressurization step duration
still have the largest change extent, and blow down step change rate is the smallest.
Table 5.4: Output and Manipulated Variables Variation Fraction
case loop y
O2,tank
P
tank
tp ta tbd tpu
1
CL&OP 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
2
CL&OP +11% +1% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL +0.2% +9.7% +19.8% +11.1% +0.8% -16.1%
3
CL&OP +10.4% -0.4% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL -0.6% +4.7% +17.7% +3.2% +0.3% -5.1%
4
CL&OP -8.3% +2.1% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL +0.8% -0.3% -7.1% -1.2% -0.1% +2%
5
CL&OP -5% -14.6% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL -4.8% -14.5% +0.7% -0.4% -0.4% +0.3%
6
CL&OP -7% -19.8% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL -6.6% -19.2% +1.6% -0.5% -0.6% +0.3%
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Figure 5.8 shows closed and open loop output performances comparison. Since uncer-
tainties introduced in are pretty large, only 1 closed loop case output points is located in
the desired control area. MPC trys to improve the performance of oxygen purity. Case
5 and 6 closed loop performances almost not change compared to the open loop cases,
probably caused by the inaccuracy of linear model we used, since the uncertainty is too
large.
Figure 5.8: Open and Closed Loop Performance Comparison
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5.3 Scenario 3: Disturbances in Feed N2 Mole Fraction and
Product Flow Rate with Uncertainties in Tortuosity and
Particle Diameter
In this scenario, two disturbances: feed in N2 mole fraction, product flow rate and two
uncertainties: pore tortuosity and particle diameter are introduced in. MPC performance
is tested under different values of simultaneous disturbances and uncertainties cases.
Table 5.5 shows disturbances and uncertainties values of each case.
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Table 5.5: Disturbance and Uncertainty Case
Disturbance and Uncertainty parameter y
N2,feed
[1] Fpro [m
3/s] τ [1] dp [m]
Nominal value 0.79 5 3 400e-6
Case 1
fraction and value
-7.6%, 0.73 -15%, 4.25 -50%, 1.5 -30% 280e-6
Case 2 -5.1%, 0.75 -10%, 4.5 -30%, 2.1 -20%, 320e-6
Case 3 -2.5%, 0.77 -5%, 4.75 -10%, 2.7 -10%, 360e-6
Case 4 -0%, 0.79 -0%, 5 -0%, 3 -0%, 400e-6
Case 5 +2.5%, 0.81 +5%, 5.25 +10%, 3.3 +10%, 440e-6
Case 6 +5.1%, 0.83 +10%, 5.5 +30%, 3.9 +20%, 480e-6
5.3.1 Simulation Results
Figure 5.9 shows the disturbances and uncertainties versus the cycle. Before cycle 300,
no disturbances or uncertainties are introduced in. Different values of disturbances and
uncertainties are introduced in at cycle 300 and are kept as constants until the simulation
ends at cycle 900.
Figure 5.9: Disturbance vs. Cycle
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Figure 5.10 shows product oxygen purity versus cycle. Almost all closed loop cases
performances are better than open loop cases except for the case 5.
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Figure 5.10: y
O2,tank
vs. Cycle
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Figure 5.11 shows storage tank pressure versus cycle. Almost all closed loop cases tank
pressure performances are poorer than open loop cases ones except for the case 6.
Figure 5.11: P
tank
vs. Cycle
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5.3.2 Discussion
Table 5.6 shows output and manipulated variables variation ratios. For all closed loop
cases, improvement of one output variable will cause the other one deterioration. For
manipulated variables, pressurization step has the largest variation ratio, and blow down
step change is the smallest.
Table 5.6: Output and Manipulated Variables Variation Fraction
case loop y
O2,tank
P
tank
tp ta tbd tpu
1
CL&OP +11% +4.2% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL +1.7% +14.4% +19.8% +12.8% +1.1% -18.5%
2
CL&OP +10.7% +3.4% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL +0.7% +9.8% +19.8% +7.4% +0.7% -11%
3
CL&OP +8.2% +2% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL +0.3% +4.8% +11.1% +2.2% +0.3% -3.4%
4
CL&OP -0% -0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL -0% -0% -0% -0% -0% -0%
5
CL&OP -5% -4.1% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL -1.4% -5.1% -1.9% -0.5% -0.2% +0.7%
6
CL&OP -2.7% -13.3% 0% 0% 0% 0%
CL -4.3% -12.2% +2.5% -0% -0.3% -0.4%
Figure 5.12 shows output performances comparison between closed and open loop
cases. Almost all cases oxygen purity performances get improved except for the case 6,
which probably caused by the disturbances and uncertainties are too large, the linear
model is inaccurate.
5.4 Closing Remarks
In this chapter, MPC shows a good control performance when the disturbances and un-
certainties are not large. When open loop output points locate in 2, 4 quadrants, the
corresponding closed loop has better performance, and this trend is amplified when dis-
turbances and uncertainties are large. Next chapter we will explain this phenomenon from
viewpoint of controller objective function and analyze robustness of the current controller
against disturbance and parametric uncertainty.
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Figure 5.12: Open and Closed Loop Performance Comparison
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Chapter 6
Controller Performance Analysis
In former chapters, we presented different disturbances and uncertainties simulation re-
sults, oscillations and errors exist in some cases. In this chapter, we will discuss how to
decrease the oscillations in output and manipulated variables, and try to explain form
the viewpoint of objective function optimization process that why MPC has good control
performances to some disturbances and uncertainties and poorer control performances to
others.
6.1 Reducing Oscillations
Oscillation appears in some simulation results and system cannot reach the CSS state.
By observing former simulations results, tp always has the largest variation rate among
all manipulated variables. When oscillation happens, tp usually has the largest oscilla-
tion extent. It’s easy to understand that the oscillations of output variables in caused
by the oscillations of manipulated variables. The idea is that any manipulated variable
oscillation will cause whole system oscillations and reduce the largest oscillation extent
of a manipulated variable may reduce output oscillation. In following sections, we try to
reduce the oscillation of tp by increase the weight in corresponding integral action part in
objective function. The result shows that the output performance does get improved.
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6.1.1 Discharge Pressure Disturbance Example
The worst performance case in single disturbance Pexit scenario is selected, results are
compared with two different ωtp . Table 6.1 shows disturbance parameter and tp integral
action weight.
Table 6.1: tp Integral Action Weight
Discharge pressure value [bar] 0.909
tp integral action weight [1] 200 600
Figure 6.1: Disturbance Pexit vs. Cycle
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Figure 6.1 reveals that the same Pexit disturbance introduced in at cycle 300, decreased
from 1.01 bar to 0.909 bar.
Figure 6.2 shows that, for closed loop cases, product oxygen purity of the larger ωtp
case is higher than the case that uses smaller ωtp and output oscillation is significantly
reduced in larger ωtp case. Compared to open loop case, the product oxygen purity is
maintained around the set point. Although the offset exists, the result is still satisfying.
Figure 6.3 shows that, for closed loop cases, the CSS storage tank pressure almost not
change, but P
tank
of the case using larger ωtp converges faster than the case using smaller
ωtp . Compared to open loop case, closed loop Ptank is maintained at the set point, control
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Figure 6.2: y
O2,tank
vs. Cycle
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performance is satisfying.
Figure 6.3: P
tank
vs. Cycle
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Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7 show that manipulated variables do
not change in open loop cases. For closed loop cases, when ωtp=200, tp has an obvious
oscillation, when ωtp is increased to 600, the tp oscillation significantly reduced, and ta, tpu
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Figure 6.4: tp vs. Cycle
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Figure 6.5: ta vs. Cycle
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also converge faster. The increase of the ωtp can improve the control performance under
the Pexit disturbance.
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Figure 6.6: tbd vs. Cycle
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Figure 6.7: tpu vs. Cycle
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6.2 Control Performance Error Analysis
The simulation results in chapter 3, 4, 5 show that current controller is likely to improve
y
O2,tank
and P
tank
at the same time when corresponding open loop output points locate in
2,4 quadrants. Current controller tends to improve y
O2,tank
with a deterioration of P
tank
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when corresponding open loop output points locate in 1,3 quadrants. This chapter will
explain why this happens by an approximate qualitative interpretation.
6.2.1 Simulation Results Conclusion
Figure 6.8 shows that when disturbances or uncertainties are introduced in, the open loop
output points move from nominal case point to the new place.
Figure 6.8: Open Loop Case Output Performance under disturbances/uncertainties
Figure 6.9 shows that when open loop case output points locate in 2, 4 quadrants,
for the corresponding closed loop cases, controller can improve both output variables
performance at the same time.
Figure 6.9: Open and Closed Loop Output Points Comparison 1
Figure 6.10 shows that when open loop case output points locate in 1, 3 quadrants,
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for the corresponding closed loop cases, controller tends to improve y
O2,tank
with a deteri-
oration of P
tank
.
Figure 6.10: Open and Closed Loop Output Points Comparison 2
6.2.2 Linear State Space Model Simplification and Augmentation
In order to analyze the phenomenon presented in last section, we choose to analyze the
objective function when system reaches cycle steady state. Acceptable closed loop sim-
ulation results will always reach the CSS. Linear state space model can be simplified to
analyze the CSS closed loop output performance.
By assuming system reaches CSS, linear state space model in Equation 6.1 can transfer
to Equation 6.2
xˆ(k + 1|k) = Axˆ(k|k − 1) +Bu(k|k − 1)
y(k|k − 1) = Cxˆ(k|k − 1) +Du(k|k − 1)
(6.1)
xˆcss = Axˆcss +Bucss
ycss = Cxˆcss +Ducss
(6.2)
ycss can be express by ucss:
ycss = Kucss (6.3)
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with
K = C(I −A)−1B +D
ycss =
 ycss,O2,tank
P
css,tank

ucss =

tp,css
ta,css
tbd,css
tpu,css

(6.4)
Since we only care about the behavior of output variables, we try to express the
objective function only by output ycss. This means we need to substitute ucss by ycss.
Equation 6.3 give out a linear relationship between ucss by ycss, but we should notice that
the dimension of ucss is 2 and the dimension of ycss is 4, which means that a certain ucss
can map to a unique ycss, but reversely a certain ycss can map to infinite number of ucss.
In brief, K is not invertible, ucss cannot express by ycss.
Equation 6.5 shows that in order to express ucss by ycss, we make K invertible by
augmenting ycss and K. The essence of this augmentation is adding two more equality
constraints to input variable ucss, the first constraint is the total cycle time, the second
constraint is the blow down step time. This two constraints make the problem more
specified and lose the universality in some extent but in later sections we will change this
two constraints and observe the objective value contours, and we will find out that this
method is sufficient to explain the simulation results.
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K =

C(I −A)−1B +D
1 1 1 1
0 0 1 0

ycss =

y
css,O2,tank
P
css,tank
ttotal
tbd

(6.5)
with
ttotal = tp,css + ta,css + tbd,css + tpu,css
tbd = tbd,css
(6.6)
Equation 6.7 shows that after augmentation, ucss can be expressed by ycss.
ucss = K
−1ycss (6.7)
6.2.3 Objective Function Simplification and Substitution
Original objective function is showed in Equation 2.11, when system reaches CSS, the
objective function can be simplified to Equation 6.8.
min
N=25,M=23
N [ycss − r]2ω1 +M [ucss − ub]2ω3
s.t. xˆcss = Axˆcss +Bucss
ycss = Cxˆcss +Ducss
umin ≤ ucss ≤ umax
ymin ≤ ycss ≤ ymax
(6.8)
By substituting ucss by ycss with the relationship showed in Equation 6.7, the simplified
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objective function turns to the form showed below:
min
N=25,M=23
N [ycss − r]2ω1 +M [K−1ycss − ub]2ω3
s.t. umin ≤ K−1ycss ≤ umax
ymin ≤ ycss ≤ ymax
(6.9)
6.2.4 Optimal Point Relationship with Contours and Weight Value
Simplified CSS objective function now is a function of ycss which has 2 elements. Before
we analyze this objective function, we will introduce the idea that if objective function is
convex and smooth and can be separated into two parts, and there is no constraint, then
the optimal point is the tangent point of this two part contours.
Suppose we have an optimization problem showed in Equation 6.10. x is 2 dimension
variable, and A, B are 2 dimension constants.
min
x
ω1(x−A)2 + ω2(x−B)2 (6.10)
Equation 6.11 shows that former objective function can be separated by 2 parts.
min
x
f(x) + g(x)
with
f(x) = ω1(x−A)2
g(x) = ω2(x−B)2
(6.11)
Since f(x) + g(x) is smooth and no constraints exist, optimal point satisfies Equa-
tion 6.12
(f(x∗) + g(x∗))′ = 0 (6.12)
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So we know that the optimal point satisfies Equation 6.13
f ′(x) = −g′(x) (6.13)
In fact, f ′(x) is the gradient of f(x) which is vertical to f(x) contour, g′(x) is the gra-
dient of g(x) which is vertical to g(x) contour, and f ′(x) and g′(x) has opposite directions.
Figure 6.11 shows that the point that satisfies this condition is the tangent point of f(x)
and g(x) contours.
Figure 6.11: Optimal Point Relationship with Tangent Point of Contours
Figure 6.12 shows that for this objective function, there are infinite number of tangent
points for the contour of f(x) and g(x), all of them locate on the red line, but the values of
weight ω1 and ω2 determine the location of optimal point, by changing the weight value,
we can make optimal point move on the red line.
6.2.5 Controller Objective Function Analysis
In this section, we separate controller objective function by outputs square error part and
integral action part to observe each part objective value and contour.
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Figure 6.12: Optimal Point Relationship with Weight Value
Outputs square error part has the form showed in Equation 6.14
N [ycss − r]2ω1 (6.14)
Integral action part has the form showed in Equation 6.15
M [K−1ycss − ub]2ω3 (6.15)
Figure 6.13 shows outputs square error part and integral action part value surfaces.
Output square error part surface is almost a flat surface compared to integral action part
surface. Integral action surface is a hook face, 3 hook faces here corresponding to integral
action surfaces of 3 different equality constraints that we added in. The curvature of
integral action part surface is also determined by the RPSA system properties, in sense of
math, the curvature is determined by the linear model parameter A, B, C, D. This figure
shows that, the integral action part dominate the objective function value in large range
of outputs area.
Figure 6.14 shows the contours of output square error and integral action parts of the
nominal case with ttotal=1.6540s and tbd=0.73s. The integral action contour and output
square error contour have the same center now which is the nominal case point showed as
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Figure 6.13: Objective Value of Square Error and Integral Action Parts
Figure 6.14: Contours of Square Error and Integral Action Parts
the red star point. The yellow and cyan points are output range if the linear state space
model. Cyan area is obviously not accurate since oxygen purity cannot larger than 1. This
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shows the linear model is not accurate when deviate too far from the nominal case.
Figure 6.15 is a concept plot of Figure 6.14 which shows that the contour of output
square error part is a stretched ellipsoid and the integral action part contour is an ellipsoid.
The reason why output square error contour is a stretched ellipsoid is that y
O2,tank
square
error weight is 15000 and P
tank
square error weight is 0.1.
Figure 6.15: Nominal Case Contour Curve
Figure 6.16 shows that when the disturbances or uncertainties are introduced in, output
square error part contour doesn’t move, the center of integral action part contour moves
to a new point. The optimal point of whole objective function is the tangent point of
output square error part and integral action part when the manipulated variables don’t
hit their boundaries. The reason of why the ω1 is designed to almost stretch square error
part ellipsoid contour to a line contour is quite obvious: when all 4 manipulate variables
change, the map from outputs to the inputs is not unique, and the contour shape of
integral action part will change which is hard to predict. If we stretch the square error
part ellipsoid almost to line, we can ensure the tangent point will always locate around
oxygen purity set point line. The integral action part contour shape determines that if the
open loop output points locate in the 2 or 4 quadrants, controller can always improve the
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oxygen purity and tank pressure at the same time, if open loop output points locate in
the 1 or 3 quadrants, controller can only improve the oxygen purity with the deterioration
of storage tank pressure. This explains the simulation results in former chapters.
Figure 6.16: Disturbance and Uncertainty Contour Curve
6.2.6 Current MPC Strategy
Former section shows that the integral action part dominate the objective function value
in a large range of area. It seems that the control action is mainly come from the integral
action part by pulling manipulated variables back to its nominal value. Since integral
action part has the set point tracking and integral action at the same time, the following
simulation goal is to find out that if we can use only integral action part to complete the
control task.
Open and closed loop output performances are compared under the same disturbance
with different controller objective function: the one with square error and integral action
part and the one only has integral action part.
Figure 6.17 shows that the disturbance are the same for this two cases.
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Figure 6.17: Disturbance vs. Cycle
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Figure 6.18 shows oxygen purity performance. All cases before cycle 300 are under
closed loop, y
O2,tank
of the case without output square error part is pretty close to the
set point, although the offset still exist. The larger offset can be caused by the missing
of the square error part, since the output square error part actually also has the inte-
gral action from the outputs side, lacking this part will increase the output offset. The
better performance of original controller shows that closed loop output performance can
be enhanced both by the input and output square error and integral action. After the
cycle 300, closed loop performance of the controller with only input integral action part
actually almost has the same curve shape with the open loop case, the error between two
cases can be explained by the inaccuracy of the linear model. This result shows that when
disturbances or uncertainties are introduced in, the input integral action actually has the
negative effect to output set point tracking since it tends to pull the output point back to
open loop case performance.
Figure 6.19 shows that the P
tank
performance almost the same for this two cases.
The disadvantage of this control strategy is that when the disturbance or uncertainty
happens, integral action part introduces in the output error as it always try to pull the
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Figure 6.18: y
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Figure 6.19: P
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vs. Cycle
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output points back to the open loop case performance. The reason that square error part
is introduced into the objective function is that since the oxygen purity is first output
specification that we want to achieve, so the weight of output square error part is set to
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make sure the optimal output points always locate close to the product oxygen purity set
point. Actually the output square error part can directly set as the square error of oxygen
purity part. The following simulation shows that the controller with and without storage
tank pressure square error part has the same output performance.
Figure 6.20: Disturbance vs. Cycle
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Figure 6.20, Figure 6.21, Figure 6.22, Figure 6.23 shows the closed loop output perfor-
mance comparison under the same discharge pressure disturbance with different output
square error part. Cross points corresponds to the objective function with original square
error part, triangle points corresponds to the objective function with only oxygen purity
square error part. Simulation result shows that the output closed loop performances are
almost the same, which means that the original output square error ellipsoid contour is
stretched pretty straight, and the purity error is caused by inaccuracy of the linear model.
6.2.7 Objective Function Structure Error Analysis
In this section, we try to analyze the steady state output offset from the controller struc-
ture, and explain why there may exist a better output point showed in Figure 6.24.
Here we discuss a simplified case which has 1 output variable and 2 manipulated
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variables, K is the matrix which can express output ycss by ucss.
Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.26 shows a simplified steady state optimization problem
without constraint which has 1 output and 2 input. If the integral part ub is exactly the
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Figure 6.23: Closed Loop performance with Different Output Square Error Part Compar-
ison
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Figure 6.24: Potential Better Performance Point
solution of the set point, then whole steady state optimization problem degenerate to a
integral action part optimization problem which means the controller is trying to pull the
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Figure 6.25: Optimization Process When ub is not on ycss=Kucss
manipulate variable back to the ub, the output square error part can be neglect.
Figure 6.27 shows that when the controller with output integral part experiences dis-
turbance and uncertainty, when objective function has optimal value, the output is not
equal to the set point value.
Figure 6.28 shows that when the controller without integral action part experiences
disturbance and uncertainty, when objective function has optimal value, the output is
always equal to the set point value.
6.2.8 The Advantage of Integral Action
Based on the former analysis, integral action part actually has negative effect for the
output set point tracking under the disturbance and uncertainty. So we test the controller
without integral action part of the case 1 to 4 presented in chapter 5 scenario 3. By
tuning weights, nominal case can also reach the CSS without integral part, and we expect
its closed loop performance should be better than the controller with the integral part.
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Figure 6.26: Optimization Process When ub is on ycss=Kucss
Figure 6.29 shows the disturbances and uncertainties changes versus cycles.
Figure 6.30 and Figure 6.31 shows that although the system converge without oscilla-
tion, before the disturbances and uncertainties are introduced in, closed loop performances
are poorer than the ones of the controller with the integral part. After the disturbance
the performance are even worse.
Figure 6.32, Figure 6.33, Figure 6.34 and Figure 6.35 are the step duration change.
we notice that during the whole simulation process the ta and tbd either hit the upper or
lower boundary.
Figure 6.36 shows that the closed loop output performance under the simultaneous is
pretty poor.
The former simulation result is contradicted with our prediction. In order to explain
this, we need to analysis the accuracy of the linear state space model.
Figure 6.37 shows the output point when we change only 1 step duration and keep
others as the constant. It’s easy to understand that if RPSA process is linear, when we
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Figure 6.27: Optimization Process When ub is on ycss=Kucss under Disturbance or Un-
certainty
change 1 step value the output curve should close to a straight line. This figure shows that
the linear model is accurate only when step duration varies around the constraint range
center. If the step value is close to the boundary, linear model is not accurate. tp, ta, tpu
almost have the same function to the system output which means that change anyone of
this three step duration, only one of the output variable gets improved when the other
deteriorates. and tbd is the only step that can improve both output variables performance
at the same time.
In order to ensure oxygen purity, the weight of oxygen square error is pretty large
compared to the weight of storage tank pressure square error. We have shown that even
we ignore the pressure square error part, the output closed loop performance is the same,
which means current controller only makes the decision to increase or decrease the oxygen
purity, and changing tp, ta, tpu can accomplish this task. If we look at the slope of the
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Figure 6.28: Optimization Process without Integral Action under Disturbance or Uncer-
tainty
Figure 6.29: Disturbance vs. Cycle
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Figure 6.30: y
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curves, we will find out if the task is increase the purity and decrease the pressure or
reverse, changing ta is the most efficient way to do that. If the task is to increase oxygen
purity and pressure at the same time or reverse, changing tbd is the only way to accomplish
this task. For the simulations of controller without integral action part, we need to increase
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Figure 6.32: tp vs. Cycle
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Figure 6.33: ta vs. Cycle
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the step duration cycle constraint part weight extremely large, this make the controller
tends to change only 1 step duration at a time. This can explain why ta and tbd tend to
hit the boundary.
During optimization process, if any of the step duration hit the boundary and stay
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Figure 6.34: tbd vs. Cycle
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Figure 6.35: tpu vs. Cycle
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there, the linear model is not accurate, since it deviates from the range center too far
away. This can explain why the closed loop performance of the controller without the
integral part is poorer than the original one, since the integral action part limit step dura-
tion variation range around the range center, which maintains the linear model accuracy
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Figure 6.36: Closed Loop Performance
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significantly.
The former simulation results show that although integral action part makes output
step point tracking has an error, but it seems that the meaning of keep the model accuracy
plays much more important role in the control process.
Figure 6.37: Single Step Change Output Performance
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6.3 Closing Remarks
In this Chapter, by adding two new equality constraints, we express the whole steady state
objective function by output variables. By separating the objective function into output
square error part and integral action part and analysis their contour shape, we find out
why the optimal output points always locate around oxygen purity set point line, and
why the cases with open loop output points locate in 2, 4 quadrants always has better
performance in corresponding closed loop cases. Then we show that current controller
structure make itself cannot perfectly track the set point when disturbance or uncertainty
exists, but it’s advantage is that it can keep the system stay at the area that linear model
is pretty accurate. The positive effect of the integral action part is much larger than its
negative effect. Case study results show that the current control performance is pretty
good under simultaneous disturbances and uncertainties.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future direction
The inaccuracy of identified linear model comes from two parts, first one is disturbances
and the uncertainties, second one is the deviation of manipulated variables from their
nominal values. When disturbances and uncertainties are not too large, the second factor
determines the closed loop performance quality. Although the integral action part make
the output cannot perfectly track the set point, but it makes the manipulated variable
always varies around the area that can remain model linearity and accuracy, which actually
significantly improve the closed loop output performance.
The control performance of the current controller against disturbance and uncertainty
are mainly affected by the integral action part contour shape, the output square error
part ensures the oxygen purity, and manipulated variable integral action part ensures the
linear model accuracy. Simulation case study results shows that the current controller’s
robustness is pretty good under disturbances and uncertainties.
The future direction is that probably we can seek other terms of the integral action
part which can remain the model accuracy and has perfect set point tracking at the same
time.
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